


1. Establish Baseline Measures of Performance.
a. ASP-Tox measures MLSS concentration
b. ASP-Tox measures OUR of {RAS+Non-Toxic Influent+ Synthetic Feed}
c. Set Baseline SOURnt = OUR/MLSS

2. Online Toxicity Continuous Measurement
a. ASP-Tox measures MLSS
b. ASP-Tox measures OUR of {RAS+Influent+Synthetic Feed}
c. Calculate SOURt
d. Specific Toxicity = {(SOUR nt – SOURt)/(SOURnt)}



 

ASP-Tox Automatic Calibration.  

 

 

Calibration of the ASP-Tox system is ultra-reliable as it is simply based on Dissolved Oxygen Sensor 
calibration. The ASP-Tox automatically self-calibrates it’s high point by withdrawing the sensor into 
the air, and it uses the Activated Sludge Bacteria to remove all Dissolved Oxygen to complete a low 
point calibration. The system software checks the calibration values to ensure that they are within 
the expected sensor output range and trends any calibration drift. If the sensor is located at the inlet 
to the Activated Sludge Aeration basin, the automatic calibration of high and low DO point should 
take approximately 10 minutes and can be scheduled to occur on a frequency determined by the 
Plant Technical Team. The calibration is temperature compensated, and records of all calibration 
tests are stored in the ASP-Tox memory.  

  



 

Sample ASP-Tox Connection Diagram 

 
Installation at Treatment Works.  

The ASP-Tox System can be installed directly into the Treatment works Anoxic zone, or in 
the Aerobic zone of the Aeration lanes. The system requires a 220/110vAC 10amp power 
supply and is fully compatible with both MODBUS and PROFIBUS comms systems. It has it’s 
own installed Analogue and Digital I/O system (each capable of 4 pairs of I/O – expandable) 
for local alarm annunciation or flow diversion.  

The System can be provided with remote access via mobile phone network or available 
wireless networks. This remote access can be used by Strathkelvin Instruments Ltd. to 
provide Troubleshooting and Consultancy Support.  

System Maintenance Requirements  

• Replacement of sample chamber seals every 6 months. 
• Replacement of sensor wiper every 6 months.  
• Replacement of DO sensor every 12 months.  
• Replace Synthetic Feed Cannisters every month 

Full maintenance, support and extended warranty packages are available from your local 
distributor.  



 

THEORY AND PRACTISE FOR ACTIVATED 
SLUDGE TOXICITY MANAGEMENT 

Toxicity is the silent assassin for the Activated Sludge Process. Often the first time the Operator will 
be aware of a toxic shock is when a previously well controlled plant starts to fail it’s compliance 
tests, becomes odorous, displays increased foaming, or experiences a loss of settlement. By this 
stage it is often too late, and the impact of a toxic shock can be:  

• Environmental impact of reduced treatment efficiency on receiving waters.  
• Potential Regulatory body fines.  
• Significant recovery costs including re-seeding, diversion of recycle treatment streams to 

other plants or reduction in plant throughput.  
• Significant diversion of Management and Technical Staff time and energy into incident 

investigation and reporting.  
• Loss of reputation and impact on neighbouring communities.  

The activated sludge can remain in a weakened condition for some time following a toxic event, 
leading to increased susceptibility to further shock loading.  

It is best to measure the toxic impact of an influent on the actual activated sludge which is going to 
be treating the influent. After all we really only care about the impact on the receiving work’s 
capability to biodegrade the influent constituents. In many cases the Activated Sludge is highly 
acclimatised to the influent streams and it is important to avoid false toxicity alarms. Strathkelvin 
Instruments Ltd have been at the forefront of Laboratory Based Toxicity measurement in Activated 
Sludge Applications since 1999. The technology they developed has been based on measuring 
Oxygen Uptake Rates (OUR) and is characterised by Ease of Use, Rapid test results and Ease of 
Interpretation.  

Oxygen Uptake Rate is the measurement of Total Biological Activity (Biodegradation Rate) at the 
point of sampling. Traditionally there are two main types of Toxicity Test.  

1. Respiration Inhibition Test – This is a measure of total toxicity - whereby the OUR of the 
Activated Sludge when fed with Synthetic Feed is compared with the OUR when mixed with the 
Influent being tested (with Synthetic Feed Added). The Respiration Inhibition test measures the 
combined toxicity of the influent to all the bacterial species in the Activated Sludge. 
Carbonaceous Bacteria are by far the most abundant species in the Activated Sludge Plant.  

 



 
2. Nitrification Inhibition Test – This is a measure of toxicity to Nitrifying Bacteria only and is 

completed by adding Allylthiourea (ATU) to the Activated Sludge sample prior to completing an 
additional Respiration Inhibition Test. The ATU kills off the Nitrifying Bacteria and the Nitrification 
Inhibition of the sample is calculated from the formula NI=RI-(RI+ATU) 

 

Managing Toxicity.  

For operators who have some level of control of the influents being presented to the treatment 
works (mainly Industrial Treatment Plants) the quantification of the toxic levels of each of the 
constituents may allow control of the concentration of each being fed to the treatment process. 
Ensuring the feed-forward of these compounds is at a low Toxicity Level, can in most cases allow the 
Activated Sludge to acclimatise to the compound and allow feed forward to the treatment works at 
increasing rates. Many of our clients use this to facilitate the diversion of potentially toxic waste-
streams from more expensive disposal routes such as incineration (x10 more expensive) to the 
Activated Sludge Process. Continuous measurement of the Bacterial Health and the Real Time toxic 
impact of influent streams will greatly assist in maintaining and improving compliance standards. 

Utility based Operators who may have several industrial sources in their catchment areas have a 
greater challenge when toxic events are noted. In this case, linking the online toxicity meter to an 
automatic sample grabbing system can help to identify the ultimate source of the toxicity and allow 
consultation to take place with the producer to either eliminate the toxic compound completely or 
to start an acclimatisation process. Typical examples include food manufacturers who have a regular 
biocidal clean-down of their treatment equipment. If this is presented as an uncontrolled slug to the 
treatment works, significant impacts can occur. However, if the same volumes are fed slowly to the 
sewer system from a bulk tank then the treatment works will in all probability not suffer significant 
impacts and may acclimatise to the influent stream over time.  

Depending on the operating license conditions, some treatment works may be able to divert flow to 
segregated lagoons for a short period of time until the measured toxic impact reduces.  

 

  



 

Case Study 1 

Chemical Producer.  
This case study is from the treatment works of a Chemical Manufacturer based in Mainland 
Europe. The treatment works takes effluents from a number of different chemical 
manufacturing processes and the feedstock to the plant varies significantly throughout the 
year, as different processes are run at different times. The release of wastes to the Effluent 
Treatment Plant is highly regulated but the Treatment Plant Operators, recognising the need 
for both laboratory and online toxicity measurement systems. In order to prove the 
technology, Acetate was added to the synthetic feed mixture to simulate the presence of a 
potentially toxic compound in the influent stream. The following toxicity results were 
measured over a trial run of one hour. The specific toxicity measure on the y-axis is the % 
toxicity or the % reduction in biodegradation rate, which would be experienced if the 
Activated sludge were exposed to a concentration of 1% Acetone.   

 

 

The ASP-Tox presents the data as a rolling specific toxicity number which can be alarmed 
and also trended as shown above.  

  



 

Case Study 2 

Utility Wastewater Company.  
This case study concerns a Wastewater Treatment company processing waste from a 
Population Equivalent of 40,000 people. The compliance record of this works is exemplary, 
and the Operations Team maintain very tight control of all aspects of the treatment plant 
operation. Despite this, the treatment works suffered from a significant toxic shock event 
due to an unknown constituent in the influent stream.  

 

Please note that the above graph is a measure of Oxygen Uptake Rate and not specific 
toxicity. The dramatic drop off in OUR does however clearly signal the beginning of the toxic 
shock event.  

 

The second graph shows a rapid rise in Ammonium levels in the treatment process as the 
toxic event inhibits the Nitrification Process.  

In this case a significant corrective response from the process team to reseed the plant, at 
considerable cost, avoided a negative impact on compliance but at considerable financial, 
operational and management cost to the Company. 

  


